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Developin g Seam less Wor k r oom
Amanda and Rose Mary met at the WCAA
Charlotte Chapter in 2009 and quickly became
friends. Collaboration comes easy for them and
their best ideas happen when they are in their
separate workrooms fabricating. They tend to
work and think alike and a lot of their workroom
processes are the same which made it easy to
develop Seamless Workroom. They both agree
that in order to have an efficient workroom you
need to have a system that works.
The Seamless Workroom system evolved over
time. Rose Mary started drawing her own window
measuring diagrams about 8 or 9 years ago. She
started out with 4 basic windows and made copies
on different colored paper. After working on little
yellow note pads she realized that it was not an
efficient system. About 4 or 5 years ago she began
developing her own work order forms for panels
by drawing out boxes on paper and filling them in
with pertinent job info and pricing. When she had
a work order that made sense she shared it with
Amanda who tested it and thought it worked
great. Amanda made the pivotal suggestion to
turn it into an Excel Workbook and make the
measuring sheets fillable. At that point, they were
off and running!
The window measuring sheets were a logical
addition to the Workbooks. They found that it was
too easy to go out on a measure and not get all
the necessary information. So, Rose Mary
polished up her first window sketches and started
drawing the most common windows that window
treatment fabricators and installers encounter.
She then sent the sketches to Amanda to add text
and fillable spaces. From there Seamless
Workroom was born.

seamlessly keeps track of fabrication details from
beginning to end.

How t h e Syst em Wor k s
Whether you are just starting your business or
have been in business for years, Seamless can
work for you. Just starting out ? it will keep
paperwork in order from the beginning and
prevent details from slipping through the cracks.
Been in business for years ? improve your
efficiency and corral all the details and
information.
Seamless works on many devices including Mac
Book Pro, Ipad, PC, and the Surface tablet. You
also have the option of printing the pages.
Seamless comes in five different Bundles ?
Windows, Specialty Windows, Bedding and
Accessories, Productivity, Traversing Panels
Workbook and Stationary Panel Bundle. Each
bundle comes with instructions for use on all 4
devices.
The Windows Bundle contains measuring diagrams
for the most common types of windows and
includes windows with transoms and arches. Fill in
all the lines and you won?t forget to record a
measurement. A Notes page is provided with each
bundle for recording special or unusual
information.

A light bulb moment came about 2 years ago
when they realized that since the system was
improving their productivity it could also benefit
others in the industry. Keeping track of day-to-day
details in business can be like herding cats
through an airport! Their goal was to have a
workroom management system that is efficient,
concise, easy to use and eliminates paper. It
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The Specialty Windows Bundle has measuring
diagrams for windows and doors that are unique ?
bay, corner, French doors, etc.

quite often forgotten. Second, there are
spreadsheets for keeping track of job details such
as the Expense Tracker as well as additional forms
and tags for workroom efficiency. The Request For
Quote forms make it easy for designers to ask
workrooms for a quote and include all pertinent
info.
The Workbooks ? Traversing Panels and Stationary
Panels Bundle ? includes work orders and pricing
all in one! There are Excel spreadsheets
formulated to calculate fabric & lining yardage,
hardware orders, trim applications and labor
pricing. Consolidate work order instructions, fabric
& lining yardages, trim & banding pricing &
yardage, and hardware orders in one easy to use
workbook. The last tab is the Quote page which

The Bedding and Accessories Bundle includes
pillows, cushions, bedding, tables and even a
bathtub. To help ensure that you charge for every
service included on that job, we have inserted
fillable lines for pricing.

brings in all the pricing from the other tabs.
It is advised that you always keep a blank
download on your computer or cloud and use
?Save As?for each individual job?s forms.
All the bundles have been tested on a daily basis
in both Rose Mary?s and Amanda?s workrooms

CLICK
The Productivity Bundle has two significant types of
documents. First, there are many useful reference
pages of workroom facts that are necessary but
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works. Seamless is for designers, workrooms and
installers.
Please visit www.seamlessworkroom.com to see
how Seamless can benefit your business.

?

